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Kelly lives in the capital with her mother and father. She 
will be going into second grade next autumn. When Kelly 
was little, she loved the colour pink more than anything 
in the world. She would always pretend to be a fairy or a 
princess. Now, she likes a lot of other colours, too; such 
as black. All of Kelly’s tiaras and fairy wings have been 
packed away in a cardboard box in the cellar. Depending 
on how she feels, the little girl now pretends to be a 
pirate, an interior designer, a psychologist, a baker, or a 
hairdresser. And sometimes she is simply an ordinary kid, 
to whom all kinds of things happen – funny things just as 
well as nasty things; both serious things and fun things.

The first book in the series, titled Kelly – Almost a 
Fairy, was published in 2008 and is intended for slightly 
younger readers.
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Reading sample

Kelly and her mother borrowed a book titled How 
to Become a Pirate from the library, and got down 
to work. First of all, they altered some old clothes, 
tearing them a little and cutting fringes in some 
places. Then they found her father’s old hat, which 
was perfect for a pirate. Kelly already had a spyglass, 
and she borrowed some nice- looking leather boots 
from the neighbour boy.

On the morning of Kelly’s birthday, her mother 
painted a couple of tattoos on her arm and wrapped 
the little girl’s chequered bandana around her face.

“I can’t even recognize you,” her father chuckled. 
Kelly was pleased. It turned out that no one 
recognized Kelly at the

costume party, either. An adult had her sit at the 
boys’ table!

It was really interesting to sit in their company. No 
one had all that much time for eating. When the 
bowl of chips had been passed around a couple of 
times, the boys ran off across the ship. Kelly did not 
want to give herself away, so she went along with 
them. They fought pretend pirate battles, visited the 
captain’s cabin, and wedged themselves into every 
nook and cranny they could find on the ship.

When the party was coming to an end, all of the 
children were called back to the table. Kelly and 
the boys scampered back to the princesses, puffing 
and panting. The girls were dancing and doing one 
another’s hair.

“We went up on the ship’s deck,” Kelly told them, 
and removed the bandana from her face.

Everyone was completely stunned.

“Kelly? Have you been at the birthday party, too?” 
the girls asked her, amazed.

“Yep. I became a pirate,” Kelly said, nodding. “We 
visited the captain and he let us steer the ship a 
little.”

“I don’t want to brush hair and dance anymore,” 
Karita announced, and took off her tiara. “I want to 
see where the captain is, too!”

Before you knew it, the entire group of princesses 
had stopped their dancing and were running around 
the ship. And so, you could see princesses and 
pirates balancing and scampering over the deck as 
friends.


